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Introduction

Defending against hypersonic missiles is strategically necessary, technologically possible, and fiscally affordable, but it will not be easy. Its realization will require different approaches and new ways of thinking from those employed for legacy ballistic and cruise missile defense missions. Hypersonic weapons combine the speed and range of ballistic missiles with the low-altitude and maneuverable flight profile of a cruise missile. While traditional defenses can handle these challenges individually, their combination will require new capabilities, operational concepts, and defense design. The same characteristics that make hypersonic missiles attractive may also hold the key to defeating them.

Instead of thinking about hypersonic defense as an adjunct to the legacy ballistic missile defense problem, it might be better understood as a form of complex air defense.

Decades ago, the United States put the world on notice of its intent to field ballistic missile defenses with a particular focus on intercepting predictable targets outside the atmosphere. Since then, the missile threat spectrum has broadened, becoming more endoatmospheric and more maneuverable. In the 2000s, Russia and China developed a variety of unmanned aerial systems, advanced cruise missiles, hypersonic glide weapons, and increasingly sophisticated ballistic missiles. The characteristics of these weapons reduce defensive system coverage, force defenders to look multiple directions at once, and require more agile interceptors.

Since 2018, Russia has tested at least four new hypersonic or high-speed weapons, inducting into service its long-range Avangard hypersonic glide vehicle and Kinzhal air-launched ballistic missile. China, meanwhile, has tested or fielded several types of hypersonic weapons and has outpaced the United States in graduating hypersonic-specialized engineers, publishing open scientific papers, and constructing hypersonic wind tunnels. Chinese and Russian investments in advanced missile capabilities are part of what the March 2021 Interim National Security Strategic Guidance identified as
“efforts meant to check U.S. strengths and prevent us from defending our interests and allies around the world.”

Hypersonic defense is necessary to disrupt these efforts, defend U.S. territory, and protect forward-deployed forces and the defense posture they support. Effective deterrence leverages both the threat of punishment and a credible capability to deny an attack. A mix of active and passive defense measures will raise the threshold for aggression, increase uncertainty in an adversary’s decision calculus, and impose developmental costs on adversaries. Effective defensive capabilities buy time to bring other military, diplomatic, and economic responses to bear and mitigate policy and operational challenges associated with attacking missile launchers in a crisis. Developing hypersonic defenses need not and should not happen in a vacuum or as a new standalone stovepipe. Hypersonic defense can leverage ongoing investments in both ballistic and cruise missile defenses and hypersonic strike, all of which draw upon a similar industrial base and leverage similar sensors and networks.

Senior Biden administration officials have affirmed the importance of hypersonic defense. During his confirmation process to become secretary of defense, Lloyd Austin stated that he would “encourage efforts to address the full spectrum of missile threats, including . . . the accelerated development of intercept capability for hypersonic missile defense.” Deputy Secretary Kathleen Hicks likewise pledged a focus on the necessary sensor capabilities: “If confirmed, I would assess ongoing efforts to improve national missile defense, with a particular focus on improving discrimination capabilities and sensors for detection of both ballistic and hypersonic missiles.”

The characteristics of hypersonic missiles may seem novel, but they are in fact the harbinger of a new age of missile warfare. New ballistic missiles are being flown with lower and more heavily shaped trajectories. New cruise missiles sustain higher speeds and are becoming more difficult to detect. Future threats will include missile-drone combinations, spaceplanes, aeroballistic missiles, and other hybrids that strain simple categorization. Hypersonic missiles thus do not represent a boutique problem. They exemplify a broader evolution in the missile threat—one which demands changes to the broader missile defense paradigm.

The 2019 Missile Defense Review noted that “the scale and urgency of change required to restore conventional and missile defense overmatch should not be underestimated.” The scale and urgency required here touches virtually every aspect of missile defense: sensors, interceptors, defense design, doctrine, and policy. The problem of complex air and missile defense is not about some still-emerging future threat. It is a present imperative to contend with hypersonic weapons already deployed and ready for use, and others soon to come. U.S. defense officials have long expressed the need to convert the major defense acquisition program, called the Ballistic Missile Defense System, into a Missile Defense System to contend with a threat spectrum no longer defined by ballistic missiles. Now the time has come to do so.
Findings

- Fielding hypersonic defenses will require an integrated, layered, system-of-systems approach, new sensing and interceptor capabilities, different operational concepts, doctrinal and organizational changes, and modified policy expectations.

- Hypersonic flight is by definition atmospheric flight. As such, hypersonic defense might be better understood as a complex form of air defense rather than as an adjunct to ballistic missile defense.

- Hypersonic missile threats should be a key driver for rethinking the approach to missile defense and defeat as well as for the emergence of the Missile Defense System out of the Ballistic Missile Defense System. Doing so will benefit the development of defenses against other non-ballistic threats, including subsonic and supersonic cruise missiles, loitering munitions, and other novel delivery systems.

- The single most important program element for hypersonic defense is a resilient and persistent space sensor layer capable of observing, classifying, and tracking missile threats of all types, azimuths, and trajectories.

- The second most important program element is a glide-phase interceptor. Thus far, hypersonic defense investments have been modest, just a small fraction of that devoted to hypersonic strike. At the current pace, a glide-phase interceptor may not be fielded until the 2030s, but this timeline could be accelerated.

- Even without a space sensor layer and a glide-phase interceptor, a defense design can employ existing sensors and alternative effectors in ways that constrain a hypersonic missile’s maneuver budget, channel the threat, and impose other costs in ways favorable to the defender.
- The same characteristics that make hypersonic weapons attractive present the defender with new failure modes to exploit. A comprehensive approach may benefit by supplementing hit-to-kill intercept with area-wide effectors, including high-powered microwave systems, twenty-first century versions of flak, and other means to target vulnerabilities of the hypersonic flight regime.

- The United States does not compete with unlimited resources. It is not possible to actively defend every critical asset or even broad areas that hypersonic missiles might target. This simple reality requires policy and strategy expectations aligned to preferential defense and a more limited defended asset list. Regional and force protection missions, and a small number of critical assets in the homeland, should be prioritized.

- Current doctrinal and organizational constructs impede information sharing, communication, and decisionmaking. These require adaptation to support counter-hypersonic operations across multiple domains, commands, and areas of responsibility.

- Hypersonic defense efforts require the United States to regain related scientific and industrial leadership through the maintenance of predictable budgets, deepened cooperation with allies, investments to remove industrial bottleneck areas, improved testing and modeling infrastructure, and sustained continuity of effort.

- The challenge of defending against the full spectrum of hypersonic missile threats will not be met by a single, silver-bullet solution. Numerous efforts tailored to exploit key vulnerabilities of hypersonic flight can make hypersonic defense a more tractable problem.
An Attribute, Not a Thing

• Beginning around Mach 5, flying objects encounter thermal and aerodynamic phenomena distinct from those encountered in supersonic and exoatmospheric flight. These phenomena define the hypersonic flight regime.

• The combined characteristics of high speed, lower altitude, and maneuverability make it difficult to predict the trajectories of hypersonic weapons, especially with terrestrial sensors. Although ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, and certain aircraft share some of these characteristics, their combination presents a qualitatively different problem.

• While hypersonic weapons are normally divided into two categories—hypersonic glide vehicles and hypersonic cruise missiles—this bifurcation does not reflect the actual and potential diversity of the hypersonic missile threat spectrum.

• Hypersonic flight is by definition atmospheric flight. As such, hypersonic defense might be better understood as a complex form of air defense.

• The characteristic challenges of hypersonic flight raise intriguing possibilities for a defender.

Hypersonic weapons are those that travel over Mach 5, or five times the speed of sound. But speed is not what differentiates hypersonic weapons from other missiles. Long-range ballistic missiles and orbital bombardment systems reach similar or greater speeds as they reenter the atmosphere. What makes hypersonic weapons attractive is rather their ability to sustain these speeds at altitudes below those of most ballistic missiles, and above all to maneuver while doing so. The altitude range for hypersonic flight is below 100 km, where space is often said to begin, and typically around 20 to
60 km, above the ceilings of most aircraft and cruise missiles. The combined characteristics of high speed, lower altitude, and maneuverability stress existing defenses.

Figure 1: Hypersonic and Ballistic Trajectory Comparison

Ballistic reentry vehicles travel at high velocities in the vacuum of space and thus briefly experience hypersonic conditions upon reentry. Maneuvering reentry vehicles and spaceplanes are also cousins to hypersonic weapons. But none of these other forms experience the aerothermal stresses of extended hypersonic flight.

Hypersonic flight is better understood as the regime where certain aerodynamic and thermal phenomena that are not common to subsonic or lower supersonic flight begin to occur. These phenomena involve extreme temperatures and aerothermal interactions on the vehicle surface. Of particular importance are the remarkable amounts of flow friction and viscous dissipation encountered by the hypersonic vehicle, leading to substantial temperature increases, the dissociation and ionization of surrounding gases, and the formation of plasmas. Hypersonic weapons must be capable of surviving this environment for a sustained period.

Figure 2: Atmospheric Speed Regimes
The onset of hypersonic conditions may vary according to several factors.
Source: CSIS Missile Defense Project, with data from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

This set of physical phenomena, not a specific speed or Mach number, defines hypersonic flight. Objects traveling at similar speeds in space do not encounter hypersonic conditions until they reenter the atmosphere. Just as Mach numbers only make sense in reference to atmospheric conditions, it does not make sense to describe an object as hypersonic if it is in the vacuum of space (Figure 3). Furthermore, reaching the hypersonic flight regime is not like flipping a light switch. As with certain characteristics of transonic flight, the range between about Mach 0.8 and 1.2, the phenomena of the hypersonic flight regime develop and change over a spectrum.

“Hypersonic really is a class of supersonic flight that is characterized by pushing the envelope relative to the . . . aerothermodynamic performance of a vehicle. . . . People think of hypersonics as a thing: ‘I’m going to go buy a hypersonic.’ And that means I’ve got one thing that’s ‘a hypersonic.’ It really is not a thing, it’s an attribute. It’s a capability.”
— Michael White, Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering

Just as the word “ballistic” describes a parabolic trajectory defined by gravity, the word “hypersonic” refers to a quality of high supersonic flight at which these phenomena occur. Neither “ballistic” nor “hypersonic” defines a particular propulsion type or kind of missile. The use of “hypersonics” as a
noun does not designate a missile or aircraft type but rather a field of study, such as those of ballistics and electronics. In the words of Michael White, principal director for hypersonics within the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, one does not acquire “a hypersonic” but instead a missile that may for some period of its trajectory happen to travel at hypersonic speeds. “Hypersonic” is an attribute, not a thing—an adjective, not a noun.

**Just as Mach numbers only make sense in reference to atmospheric conditions, it does not make sense to describe an object as hypersonic if it is in the vacuum of space.**

**Taxonomy Blurring into Spectrum**

Hypersonic missiles are typically categorized by their source of propulsion: rocket-boosted gliders and air-breathing cruise missiles. While a hypersonic cruise missile (HCM) uses an onboard propulsion system to reach hypersonic speeds, a hypersonic glide vehicle (HGV)—also called a boost-glide vehicle—is unpowered, entering the hypersonic regime after an initial acceleration from a detachable booster. Like a ballistic reentry vehicle, an HGV typically boosts into space or near-space at the beginning of flight using a rocket motor. Instead of continuing along a ballistic trajectory, however, an HGV detaches and reenters the atmosphere at high speeds. With a shape optimized to reduce drag and produce lift, an HGV can then glide through the atmosphere using its inherited momentum. Some HGVs use “skip-glide” maneuvers to increase range, skipping like a stone on the density gradient between space and the upper atmosphere. In general, unpowered HGVs gradually lose speed during their glide phase, slowing to lower hypersonic (Mach 5 to 7) or supersonic speeds.

An HCM, by contrast, typically uses an air-breathing supersonic-combustion ramjet, or scramjet, instead of rocket-powered thrust. Like other cruise missiles, HCMs remain under powered flight through most of their trajectory and often cruise at lower hypersonic speeds and altitudes than HGVs. While HCMs present weight, packaging, and efficiency advantages over HGVs, scramjet engines’ sensitivity to airflow disturbances often limits their ability to perform extremely sharp maneuvers.
The common HGV/HCM bifurcation oversimplifies the spectrum of hypersonic missile design possibilities. Focusing on these two types alone impedes anticipating future threats. Future hypersonic systems may, for instance, employ a combination of these propulsion methods or another altogether. A scramjet or other device could be integrated into a glider to increase range or maneuverability. Spaceplanes and fractional or multiple orbital bombardment systems further escape the HGV/HCM dichotomy. In July 2021, China reportedly orbited an object that, after circling the earth, deorbited and then executed hypersonic flight maneuvers during atmospheric reentry. Hypersonic airframes of the future may be reusable platforms as well as projectiles and may serve as payload trucks to service multiple missions. Numerous such concepts have been in circulation since the dawn of the missile age and may yet come to fruition.

Figure 5: Historical Hypersonic Glide Body Research

While not designed to survive extended flight in the hypersonic regime, maneuvering reentry vehicles (MaRVs) are close cousins of HGVs. MaRVs may also pull high-G turns at hypersonic speeds even though they do not sustain hypersonic flight or possess the same aerodynamic lift characteristics as HGVs. Despite such differences, much of the basis for contemporary U.S. hypersonic glide weapons emerged out of research for MaRVs. Several varieties of ballistic missiles spend significant portions of flight in the atmosphere and can perform limited midcourse and terminal maneuvers. Due to these characteristics, some so-called “aeroballistic” or “quasi-ballistic” missiles are occasionally misdescribed as hypersonic weapons (Figure 6).
The attributes of hypersonic missiles represent a broader trend in advanced missilery away from purely ballistic trajectories and toward lower, more maneuverable, more aerodynamic, and less predictable flight. Drawing attention to the scope of characteristics and trends, rather than a specific weapon or type, will be critical to anticipate the breadth of future defense needs.

**Vulnerabilities of Hypersonic Flight**

Some of the same characteristics that make advanced hypersonic missiles desirable present opportunities that defenders could seek to exploit. The physical phenomena of sustained hypersonic flight offer vulnerabilities that should inform hypersonic defense design. Hypersonic flight is by definition atmospheric flight. As such, hypersonic defense might be better understood as a complex
form of air defense. Defining it as such is necessary to anticipate and contend with the increasingly diverse spectrum of threats “arriving in or through the atmosphere.”

Hypersonic weapons experience challenging aero thermal conditions that strain the limits of current guidance, control, and materials technologies. After reentering the atmosphere at speeds of around Mach 20, an intercontinental-range hypersonic glider experiences extreme pressures and vibration modes, as well as temperatures topping 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit. In such an environment, the vehicle’s surrounding atmosphere dissociates into a plasma, reacting violently with the airframe’s surface. Whereas ballistic reentry vehicles experience similar conditions for tens of seconds during atmospheric reentry, hypersonic weapons must survive similar conditions for many minutes (Figure 7).

**Figure 7: Depicting Hypersonic Flow Phenomena**

![Diagram of hypersonic flow phenomena](image)

Note: Shock/shock interaction and shock/boundary layer interaction not depicted.
Source: Reprinted with permission from Justin Smith, Sandia National Laboratories.

Ensuring reliable performance in this environment often requires exotic materials and highly integrated designs, especially for higher speeds. While commercial aircraft subsystems can often be designed separately and integrated later, changes to a hypersonic airframe’s structure, avionics, or heat shield materials can alter design considerations for every other subsystem. Minor alterations in the basic shape or weight distribution in a hypersonic vehicle’s airframe, for instance, can have downstream effects on thermal and propulsion system performance and on accuracy. Designs chosen for lift, drag, or stability characteristics may require the selection of heavier insulation or differently shaped inlets, which in turn feed back into vehicle shape, cost, mass, and control system decisions.
Changes to a hypersonic airframe’s structure, avionics, or heat shield materials can alter design considerations for every other subsystem.

These problems are compounded by the difficulty of predicting hypersonic system performance. Various physical phenomena interact in nonlinear ways to heat and destabilize a hypersonic vehicle or disrupt scramjet engine performance (Figure 9).\textsuperscript{23} Difficulties in modeling boundary layer transition—the sudden formation of hot, turbulent airflow around a vehicle—stymied earlier efforts to master hypersonic flight (Figure 8).\textsuperscript{24} Predicting boundary layer transition requires designers to model a larger number of variables, including vehicle shape and the surrounding airflow, surface texture, and—at high hypersonic speeds and within hypersonic engines—chemical interactions between superheated gas plasma and the vehicle surface, which themselves change over time as the surface erodes.\textsuperscript{25} An inability to accurately predict these challenges may force designers to employ additional margins of thermal protection, increasing vehicle size and weight.\textsuperscript{26} These and other factors translate to problems with vehicle stability and control. Hypersonic systems are difficult to design and operate in part because the variables that govern their performance are closely coupled.

Figure 8: Laminar and Turbulent Boundary Layers

Shadowgraph of Mach 4 cone, taken at Naval Ordnance Laboratory Ballistics Range, 1979.
### Figure 9: Select Hypersonic Flow Phenomena

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHENOMENON</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thin shock layer</td>
<td>The shrinking distance between the vehicle surface and shockwave at hypersonic speeds can induce additional stress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy layer</td>
<td>The layer of high entropy vorticity near the vehicle’s leading edges can cause unusual aerodynamic effects, leading to dynamic instability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous interaction</td>
<td>The boundary layer—airflow around the vehicle body—thickens, interacts with the shockwave, and can increase heat and turbulence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock-shock interaction</td>
<td>The interaction between shockwaves of various vehicle features can complicate aerodynamic predictions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary layer</td>
<td>This thin layer of air directly interacts with the surface of a hypersonic vehicle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary layer transition</td>
<td>Hypersonic vehicles are engineered to maximize laminar boundary layer flows, where air travels in an ordered path over the vehicle surface. Changes in vehicle speed, surrounding air temperature, and others can cause laminar boundary layer flows to become turbulent, where air follows a chaotic path over the vehicle. This phenomenon is known as boundary layer transition. Turbulent boundary layer flows can impose significantly higher heat and vibration loads on the vehicle's surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-temperature effects</td>
<td>Dissociation of air molecules, plasma formation, internal changes to thermodynamic properties of air molecules, and off-gassing from heat shield materials complicates design of thermal protection systems and can induce electromagnetic interference and other challenges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-density flow</td>
<td>At high altitudes approaching 100 km, the physical characteristics of the atmosphere change considerably, resembling a series of discrete particles instead of continuous airflow. At the edge of space, air molecules striking a vehicle may never interact with other air molecules striking its surface.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Defense Is Possible

Hypersonic missile defense is possible. Realizing it, however, requires rethinking existing defense designs and a willingness to approach the problem differently. Targeting the specific characteristics of hypersonic flight can break the problem into manageable pieces, favorably affect the offense-defense cost curve, and make the active defense challenge more tractable.

Hypersonic weapons possess limitations that ballistic and cruise missiles do not. Besides the aforementioned design challenges, it is significantly more difficult to deploy decoys and countermeasures within the harsh hypersonic environment. Without the need to discriminate warheads from other objects in the cold vacuum of space, hypersonic defense dispenses with one of the most vexing challenges of ballistic missile defense. Hypersonic weapons, being encumbered by aerodynamic drag, may possess longer flight times than ballistic missiles traversing the same distance. Finally, while hypersonic, subsonic, and supersonic cruise missiles can maneuver, hypersonic weapons...
may present brighter infrared signatures, fly at higher, more detectable altitudes, and may not maneuver as frequently or sharply without losses in performance.

**The characteristic challenges of hypersonic flight raise intriguing possibilities for a defender.**

The characteristic challenges of hypersonic flight raise intriguing possibilities for a defender. By definition, hypersonic gliders expend energy while performing maneuvers. The cost of those actions can be exploited by a defense design that encourages maneuvers early and often (Figure 10). Moreover, the severe conditions of hypersonic flight—the risk of boundary layer transition, the need for shock wave management—create vulnerabilities that different kill mechanisms can exploit. Hypersonic weapons may be disrupted by smaller impacts or perturbations to their structure or surrounding airflow.

**Figure 10: The Cost of Maneuver**

Each of the features that give hypersonic weapons an advantage comes with a cost. Extended flight through the atmosphere may expose them to new failure modes. Their ability to maneuver comes at the cost of expending energy and range. Just as ballistic missile defense was oriented around the predictability of a ballistic trajectory, so too can hypersonic defense be tailored to the vulnerabilities of the hypersonic flight regime. “Hit-to-kill” may come to mean something different for defeating hypersonic airframes than it does for ballistic reentry vehicles (Figure 11).

The difficulty of designing and manufacturing hypersonic systems presents yet another vulnerability. Defense architectures that employ multiple defeat mechanisms—kinetic effectors, electronic warfare,
and directed-energy systems of various classes and types—would create overlapping headaches for hypersonic weapon designers, who must optimize their designs against a greater variety of effects. Weapons designed with tight performance margins are vulnerable to marginal changes in a defense system’s characteristics. The need to overcome such uncertainties might force adversaries to embrace more conservative, less capable weapon designs. These dynamics in turn affect the cost of developing hypersonic weapons and the offense-defense relationship more broadly. A hypersonic defense design that exploits these “tight tolerances . . . [and] unique sensitivities that hypersonic weapons must overcome” would impose costs on adversaries.\textsuperscript{28} In other words, the development and fielding of hypersonic defenses could stress an adversary’s design cadence.

The experiences and program investments from legacy air and missile defenses can be leveraged here. These include terrestrial radar tracking, space-based sensing and communication, low-latency networking, and battle management modernization. Hypersonic defense can and should emerge out of an evolution of existing frameworks rather than as a new, standalone stovepipe. Given its global reach and integrated development, today’s Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) is the most promising major defense acquisition program to adapt to the hypersonic defense challenge. Uniquely focused on missile defense-centric material development, it also made good sense for Congress to designate the Missile Defense Agency as the executive agent for hypersonic defense.

To be clear, however, converting the BMDS into the Missile Defense System (MDS) will require considerable architectural and cultural change. The “scale and urgency of change required” should not be underestimated. The same degree of reliance upon persistent and dedicated assets may not be available for hypersonic defense as it has for rogue state ballistic missile defense.\textsuperscript{29} Lessons from the field of air defense also have purchase here.\textsuperscript{30} The use of distributed and elevated sensor platforms and forward pickets might be applied to detect lower-flying threats, from hypersonic to subsonic.
different approach to persistence and the employment of non-dedicated elements across the joint force may also be required.

Each of the features that give hypersonic weapons an advantage also comes with a cost.

Hypersonic defense will not be easy, but neither is it impossible. Hypersonic missiles are not silver bullets, and they are not unstoppable.31 By adopting a system-of-systems approach, fielding space sensors and improved interceptors, and employing other imaginative ways to target the unique characteristics of hypersonic flight, the problem of hypersonic defense will be recognizable as a complex but increasingly tractable form of air defense.
The Current Programmatic Context

- Hypersonic defense investments have thus far been modest, a small fraction of that devoted to hypersonic strike.
- The single most important program element for hypersonic defense is a robust, resilient, and persistent space sensor layer capable of acquiring, observing, classifying, and tracking hypersonic threats.
- The second most important program element is a glide-phase interceptor. At the current pace, an effective glide-phase interceptor may not be fielded until the 2030s, leaving vulnerabilities that adversaries may seek to exploit.
- The Missile Defense Agency (MDA) and the U.S. Navy are continuing to develop the Sea-Based Terminal hypersonic defense program as part of the Aegis Combat System. Besides the Aegis-centric elements, others will also contribute to the mission. The U.S. Army continues to field and will further evolve its air defense portfolio with the Patriot family of interceptors and sensors and battle command system. The Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system has defeated threats in both the high endo- and low exoatmosphere.
- Other critical efforts include Next-Generation OPIR, the Space Development Agency Tracking and Transport Layers, and new command and control investments.

Hypersonic weapons are designed to exploit the limitations of traditional surface-based missile defense tracking and engagement systems. Their defining characteristics—sustained high-speed flight and maneuverability within or at the outer reaches of the atmosphere—threaten to circumvent today’s
defense designs. Hypersonic missiles compress the spatial and temporal elements of combat within which active defenses must perform. These features require a new approach to defense design.

Efforts to develop a hypersonic defense were, until recently, limited to the research and maturation of future concepts. Although Congress designated MDA as the executive agent for developing and deploying hypersonic defenses in 2016, a funding program line did not appear until fiscal year (FY) 2018. Despite synergy between the two efforts, spending on hypersonic defense has been a small fraction of that for offensive programs (Figure 12). Funding for the program has remained relatively modest over the past three years, primarily focused on architecture studies, early research, and concept development. In the past year, however, initial design contracts have been awarded for both space sensor development and a glide-phase interceptor.

Figure 12: Hypersonic Defense Budgets, 2018–2025

* Appropriated dollars
** Based on previous FYDPs

Source: DoD Comptroller and CSIS analysis.

Under its current roadmap, MDA will develop a limited terminal defense for its near-term effort while also advancing a longer-ranged defense to detect and defeat hypersonic weapons in their glide phase of flight (Figure 13). MDA is working to evolve existing surface-based radars to initially support hypersonic engagements while also prototyping a sensor payload for a space-based tracking constellation. Current projects include the Hypersonic and Ballistic Tracking Space Sensor (HBTSS), a Glide Phase Interceptor (GPI), and several technology development efforts. In the longer term, other efforts may also be necessary, including the deployment of interceptors in different domains, faster or longer-range interceptors, and the use of alternative kill mechanisms.
Figure 13: Depiction of Aegis Layered Hypersonic Defense

![Aegis Layered Hypersonic Defense Diagram](image.png)

Source: Missile Defense Agency.

**Space Sensors**

Sensing remains the central bottleneck to realizing a hypersonic area defense capability. The current BMDS is dependent on a relatively small number of surface-based radars to track incoming weapons. Constrained by the horizon, current BMDS sensors can only support counter-hypersonic engagements in the final phases of flight. The speed of hypersonic weapons leaves little time for computing a fire control solution, communicating with command authorities, and completing an engagement.

Supported by a low-latency communications network, elevated sensors of various kinds are necessary to resolve the range and mobility challenges associated with surface-based systems. Space-based sensors would enable a "birth-to-death" tracking capability: the ability to follow a hypersonic weapon through the entirety of its trajectory (Figure 14).\(^3\) Such a capability would be critical for disrupting or defeating hypersonic weapons early in flight where interception is easier and follow-up shots are possible. A space-based sensor constellation would also aid in targeting adversary missile forces after launch and engaging traditional ballistic missile threats.\(^4\) These characteristics make space-based sensors essential for realizing a scalable and comprehensive missile defense architecture.

Today’s strategic space-based sensors for launch detection can provide the BMDS with, at most, limited real-time tracking capability for hypersonic weapons. Legacy missile warning systems in geosynchronous orbit such as the Defense Support Program (DSP) or SBIRS can detect the hot plume of a hypersonic weapon's rocket booster but may lack the sensitivity to track weapons through their glide phase of flight.\(^5\) Although some commentators suggest that existing sensors can detect hypersonic
It is unclear whether the existing systems can track the signatures of hypersonic weapons with the resolution and latency needed to support a firing solution. While hypersonic weapons may possess comparatively hot thermal signatures and fly above infrared-attenuating cloud layers, challenges in processing, integrating, and discrimination may make it difficult for existing systems to track their trajectories (Figure 15). Fielding a dedicated tracking sensor constellation would fill this gap.

MDA and the Space Development Agency (SDA) are presently developing several space-based sensors for the hypersonic tracking mission. In an architecture named the Tracking Layer, SDA would produce a constellation of wide-field-of-view sensor satellites for launch indication and warning. MDA, meanwhile, continues to develop the Hypersonic and Ballistic Tracking Space Sensor (HBTSS), a satellite constellation capable of tracking hypersonic weapons with the fidelity and latency performance to support intercepts. Based in low earth orbit (LEO), the Tracking Layer’s WFOV satellites could detect hypersonic weapons in their brightest, earliest phases of flight, passing tracking data to HBTSS as they grow dimmer in their glide phase. In October 2020, SDA awarded $342 million to two contractors to construct the first eight WFOV satellites. These satellites, designated Tranche 0, are scheduled for launch by 2022 to 2023. The next sets, designated Tranche 1 and further, are expected to enter service between 2024 and 2026.

With its higher sensitivity and medium field of view, HBTSS would provide the detailed, low-latency data—“fire-control-quality data”—needed to support glide-phase intercepts. Prototype HBTSS sensors could be deployed on dedicated platforms, while operational units would be hosted on SDA-developed platforms or commercial satellites. Previous defense budget requests attempted to transfer responsibility for HBTSS to SDA, but successive National Defense Authorization Acts (NDAA) have maintained the program under MDA direction, as did the 2022 Presidential Budget request.
The FY 2021 NDAA requires MDA to begin orbital testing of the HBTSS sensor by December 2023, after which it “shall achieve full operational deployment of such sensor payload” as part of SDA’s Tracking Layer. In total, lawmakers transferred SDA’s requested $20 million for HBTSS to MDA and awarded an additional $100 million to the overall program of record for FY 2021. SDA plans to operationalize a regional hypersonic tracking capability with approximately 150 satellites by FY 2025. To that end, SDA requested $287 million and $260 million toward LEO sensing and communications satellites, respectively, for FY 2022 (Figure 16).

A space-based hypersonic sensor layer could leverage advances in infrared sensors, image processing, and machine learning to make birth-to-death tracking feasible. In an analysis of alternatives, MDA evaluated several satellite constellation types sized for low-, medium-, or geosynchronous orbits (LEO, MEO, and GEO, respectively) for this purpose. Although fewer satellites would be needed to provide regional coverage in GEO orbits, their distance from Earth would incur higher launch costs and require larger, more sophisticated sensors and communications payloads. A larger constellation of LEO satellites, by contrast, could leverage recent advancements in commercial LEO access to dramatically reduce unit cost, although such orbits require comparatively more satellites. Orbiting closer to
threat trajectories, such satellites could use lower-resolution sensors than GEO systems to achieve comparable resolution. In addition, their larger numbers—at minimum around 50 small satellites to stereoscopically track hypersonic weapons—could offer more resilience to attack than a smaller number of satellites in higher orbits.

Figure 16: Selected Defense-Wide Space Sensor Programs, 2003–2022

Despite promising initial steps, barriers remain to realizing a LEO hypersonic tracking capability. Although a large constellation of dedicated LEO satellites and commercially hosted sensors would pose a challenging target set, deploying sensors in multiple orbits, including in MEO, might exacerbate an adversary’s targeting dilemma. Proliferation is not the only way to achieve resilience; diversity across orbits helps as well.

Ground control and rapid data transmission between so many elements could pose a secondary challenge to realizing a LEO-based or mixed-orbit sensor architecture; smaller satellites possess less power generation capability for the high-bandwidth, low-latency communications necessary for missile tracking. Integrating sensor data from a large constellation of smaller satellites will require enhanced inter-satellite communications and processing capability. Fixed ground terminals, moreover, could be vulnerable to disruption or attack. The success of such efforts will depend heavily on recent commercial innovations in LEO satellite communications, signal processing, and edge computing, which could reduce the latency and size of data transmissions and the necessity of separate, vulnerable data processing centers on the ground.47
Interceptor Development

Today's active missile defenses largely depend on space-based infrared detection and surface-based radar tracking as a ballistic missile rises over the curvature of the Earth and into space. Barring minor course corrections or atmospheric friction, ballistic objects will follow a trajectory dictated by gravity. Missile defenses generate fire control solutions and task interceptors to engage the target at some desired point along that same route. Ballistic missiles' relative predictability allows ballistic missile defenses to operate with a larger margin of latency and tracking error than hypersonic weapons. Current interceptors such as the Standard Missile-3 (SM-3) use this advance time to intercept a ballistic missile at extended distances downrange, in their exoatmospheric midcourse phase.

Flying closer to the Earth, hypersonic weapons remain beneath the tracking horizons of today's surface-based radars (Figure 17).48 Even if hypersonic weapons could be tracked during their cruise or glide phase of flight, current midcourse interceptors—designed to operate in the exoatmospheric environment rather than the harsher endoatmospheric regime—would not be able to engage them.49

With the current architecture, the first opportunity to develop a fire control solution for hypersonic missiles is in their final phase of flight, the terminal phase, when they are especially elusive. Today's air and missile defense interceptors, designed for slower or more predictable targets, lack the kinematic and divert performance to reliably intercept terminal-phase hypersonic maneuverability (Figure 18). One oft-quoted rule is that an interceptor requires three times the maneuvering acceleration of its target.50 While some interceptors have "demonstrated performance against . . . advanced maneuvering threats" in the high atmosphere and just above it, kinetic terminal intercept is a stressing challenge.51

Figure 17: Hypersonic Weapons Underfly Surface Sensors
For this reason, MDA director Vice Admiral Jon Hill has said that terminal intercept is “never where we want to be.” More favorable options are available by engaging hypersonic weapons in the earlier glide phase of flight, where they are less likely to expend energy on sharp evasive maneuvers. Glide-phase interception will be critical for reliably defeating these challenging targets.

Options may yet remain for bolstering terminal defenses against hypersonic weapons. By incorporating new basing modes, mission planning, and sensor and interceptor upgrades—and by imposing costs on the threat in other ways—terminal systems may be adapted to face the hypersonic challenge. For now, however, focus is rightly on glide-phase intercept.

The challenge of intercepting hypersonic weapons in the terminal phase points to the need to detect and engage hypersonic weapons in earlier phases of flight, where they are more vulnerable. Long-range defenses are useful for securing deployed forces across larger areas and for exploiting hypersonic weapons’ kinematic weaknesses in midcourse flight. Hypersonic weapons in their glide phase maneuver significantly less to conserve energy. A long-range interceptor, remotely cued by space sensors to permit earlier launch, offers a larger battlespace, more warning time, and the ability to employ shoot-look-shoot shot doctrines. Besides the primary effect of alleviating the terminal intercept challenge, longer-range intercept capability may have the secondary benefit of encouraging the threat to employ circuitous routes and earlier maneuvers that diminish endgame performance.

New long-range interceptors will be required to kill hypersonic missiles in their glide phase. Midcourse ballistic missile interceptors such as the SM-3 and Ground Based Interceptor are designed to engage ballistic missiles in the vacuum of space, not in the atmosphere. While existing terminal effectors, such as the Standard Missile-6 (SM-6) and THAAD, have engaged targets in in the high atmosphere, their performance
against hypersonic targets is yet to be fully characterized (Figure 19). Developing a long-range glide-phase effector will present different technical demands than for midcourse ballistic missile interceptors. The design of infrared seeker windows that can survive hypersonic environments, for example, has historically posed a challenge for the development of terminal, endoatmospheric interceptors.54

**Sea-Based Terminal**

MDA currently maintains two interceptor program efforts, focused on terminal- and glide-phase intercept, respectively. The Sea-Based Terminal (SBT) system, developed to intercept high-speed maneuvering reentry vehicles, is the first U.S. effort at hypersonic defense. Initially deployed in 2018, SBT consists of an Aegis Baseline 9 destroyer and the SM-6 interceptor and is intended to defeat maneuvering and ballistic threats in their terminal phase of flight. The Navy and MDA first validated the SBT Increment 1 system against a maneuvering target in flight test FTM-27 Event 1 in December 2016.55 MDA successfully concluded a second test, FTM-27 Event 2, in August 2017. After certifying an upgraded SBT Increment 2 capability in September 2018, MDA planned to test the system against a medium-range ballistic missile, aircraft, and unspecified threat in a series of flights through FY 2019 and FY 2020. These tests, designated FTM-31, were delayed until FY 2021 due to the coronavirus pandemic and other unspecified issues.56

Further evolutions will be necessary to allow SBT to address more advanced hypersonic threats. MDA plans to deliver an additional upgrade to the system, SBT Increment 3, by FY 2024.57 The agency intends to test SBT against a “next-generation hypersonic-threat representative target” in FY 2023.58 In April 2021, Acting Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering Barbara McQuiston testified that MDA would test an “SBT capability to address the regional hypersonic threat” in FY 2024.59

---

“Hypersonic vehicles themselves are relatively fragile during their long phase of cruise flight. They’re fairly easy to destabilize. They’re in a very difficult flight regime, and there, decoys are not possible. They glow brightly in the infrared. If they’re going to reach their target, they have to be in relatively straight-line trajectories. Yes, they can maneuver, but they can’t maneuver in their cruise phase as easily as an interceptor can maneuver.”60

— Michael Griffin, Former Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
Glide Phase Interceptor

MDA has also initiated efforts to realize a glide-phase hypersonic defense by the late 2020s. In August 2020, Vice Admiral Hill noted that glide-phase flight was “where the hypersonic threat is its most vulnerable . . . where it’s bleeding energy, not maneuvering as much,” and is “easier to track” than in the terminal phase. Longer-range defenses would also offer longer warning times and the potential to conserve interceptors by firing them sequentially over time (shoot-look-shoot) instead of simultaneously in the final phases of flight. Engaging hypersonic threats earlier in flight will be necessary for area-wide defense rather than point defense.

In its early iterations, this notional architecture would incorporate forward-based Aegis destroyers and early HBTSS satellites to detect hypersonic weapons, and a new glide-phase interceptor to engage them at range. In 2018, MDA commissioned 21 white papers exploring counter-hypersonic weapon concepts, and in January 2020, it issued a request for proposals to integrate what was then called a Regional Glide Phase Weapon System (RGPWS) interceptor into the Aegis Combat System. The request for proposals notably asked for information relating to the “potential for multi-mission capability.”

After reviewing industry proposals, MDA announced in August 2020 that it would restructure RGPWS to prioritize concepts that could be fielded by “the mid-20s.” On May 19, 2021, MDA issued its first solicitation for a newly titled program, the Glide Phase Interceptor (GPI) Initiative. The shift to GPI reflected the intention, in the words of Michael White, to “parallelize the technology development and weapon system development” and thus accelerate the fielding of capability. Whether such concurrent efforts incur developmental risk depends upon the nature and maturity of the several efforts.

Funding requests and appropriations for GPI have grown from $66 million in FY 2020, to $127 million in FY 2021, to $136 million requested for FY 2022 (Figure 20). At this development pace, however, GPI fielding would probably not be expected before the end of the decade. In November 2021, MDA awarded initial competitive contracts for GPI to three separate contractors. While GPI will initially be fielded at sea, it could be based on land as well.

An MDA video of the GPI concept depicts sufficient time for a shoot-look-shoot firing doctrine, but it may be challenging given the limitations of the Navy destroyers’ vertical launcher size and the absence of direct space-to-weapon datalinks. A larger effector and launcher, or alternative launcher platforms, may be required for deeper reach and shoot-look-shoot capability.

Separately from both GPI and RGPWS, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has continued to mature a “critical component technology” for glide-phase intercept. Its Glide Breaker effort, established in 2018, received $27 million in FY 2019 and aimed to conclude bench testing in FY 2021. Glide Breaker efforts could combine with or at least inform future GPI progress.

It remains unclear if GPI will ultimately be a hit-to-kill weapon or use an alternative kill mechanism. A blast-fragmentation warhead might be good enough, for instance, to “throw it off course” or cause catastrophic failure with lower kinematic requirements. Weapons that damage or disrupt hypersonic weapons earlier in flight might lower the challenge facing terminal defenses. In the harsh environment of sustained hypersonic flight, explosive shockwaves or even small heat shield punctures could destabilize or destroy a vehicle. As blast-fragmentation warheads do not need to directly strike the target to damage it, they may offer “relief in [the] error budget” for guidance and
divert requirements, but there are trade-offs in size and weight.73 Regardless of whether their kill mechanisms are blast-fragmentation or hit-to-kill, kinetic interceptors would benefit from additional effects that slow the threat and reduce its freedom of action.

“We’ve had lots of debates internally over ‘is hit-to-kill necessary?’ There’s a lot of benefits in imparting kinetic energy on an incoming missile; whether it’s conventional or nuclear, there tends to be a massive destruction once you hit it with that force, that imparts that momentum into it. But if you’re trying to just get it off that glide phase, you could probably get away with less than hit-to-kill. So, we are into precision guidance because we always want to assume that’s where we want to go, and we continue to work the precision guidance aspects of glide phase. But there will be some relief in that error budget if we decide to go with some sort of conventional type warhead as opposed to a hit-to-kill frontend.”74

— Vice Admiral Jon Hill, Director, Missile Defense Agency

To mitigate costs and accelerate development, the United States could also leverage existing assets and production lines for long-range hypersonic effectors.75 Current booster designs would reduce integration risks with launch platforms and exploit economies of scale. Software modifications, seeker enhancements, and modified propulsion for THAAD, PAC-3 MSE (Missile Segment Enhancement), and the Standard Missile family might offer additional capability for shorter-range glide-phase intercept.

A comprehensive approach to hypersonic defense could incorporate these and other systems to channel the threat—to exploit kinematic vulnerabilities to maximum effect. The single most important program element of such a defense remains the development and fielding of a space-based sensor layer, followed by a glide-phase effector system to mitigate the threat at greater range.

Command and Control

Hypersonic defense poses significant geographic and domain challenges that could strain command, control, and communication. The problem is not unique and is related to those encountered with ballistic missile defense and other forms of air defense. Rather than developing a new, standalone stovepipe, MDA is pursuing adaptations to the existing Command, Control, Battle Management, and Communications (C2BMC) system. MDA has so far invested in leveraging and upgrading the C2BMC system to create a contingency capability for hypersonic detection and warning. C2BMC Spiral 8.2-5, planned for FY 2022, will include an initial situational awareness and tracking capability for hypersonic threats along with its integration of the new Long Range Discrimination Radar. Future upgrades and evolutions for hypersonic defense will require additional upgrades to C2BMC.

Vast troves of data could be leveraged to develop better decision aids. Presently, various combatant commands cannot process the substantial majority of collected radar, flight test, or shared intelligence data—challenges that motivated the Department of Defense’s Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2) program.76 In recent demonstrations, U.S. Northern Command has developed new software tools to process multiple intelligence streams and detect missile launch preparation activities several days in advance.77 Data collected from the United States’ own hypersonic flight tests and modeling
efforts could further inform the development of enhanced analysis tools. Recent initiatives point in the direction of software that can fuse geospatial and weather information, synthetic hypersonic flight models, and other data streams to generate solutions for sensor and effector placement, deployment tempo, shot doctrine, and other aspects of the hypersonic defense mission. C2BMC has already demonstrated forms of joint, all-domain command and control and thus will play an important role in the development of future JADC2 efforts.

**Budget Outlook**

Limited budgets for hypersonic defense have been symptomatic of an ongoing squeeze on missile defense research and development, but this may be changing. In its 2020 Unfunded Priority List, MDA included an additional $720 million in supplemental funding, suggesting that accelerated development was crowded out by other programs. MDA’s Unfunded Priority List for FY 2021 included an additional $224 million for hypersonic defense activities and $62 million for FY 2022. Each year, Congress provided a portion of MDA’s unfunded priorities but did not award the full amounts (Figure 20). At this level of investment and development, glide-phase intercept may not appear until the end of the decade, or even the early 2030s. Should funding for hypersonic defense increase in FY 2023 and FY 2024, an operational hypersonic defensive capability could be available by around 2028.

**Figure 20: Hypersonic Defense Unfunded Priorities and Appropriations**

![Figure 20: Hypersonic Defense Unfunded Priorities and Appropriations](source: CSIS Missile Defense Project.)
Channeling the Threat

- Effective hypersonic defense will attack the unique characteristics of hypersonic flight. Because hypersonic weapons expend energy by conducting maneuvers, the defensive job could be made easier by encouraging earlier or more frequent maneuvers and by exacerbating the thermal and aerodynamic stresses of hypersonic flight.

- Alternative and forward-based deployments of surface-based radars and alternative kill mechanisms could impose costs on the threat and encourage early maneuvers.

- Alternative, distributed, and redundant basing modes could reduce adversaries’ confidence in their ability to construct an effective attack.

- The single most important program element for hypersonic defense is a space sensor layer. Other elevated and distributed sensors can contribute to increasing warning and cueing time, especially before a full space sensor layer is fielded.

Hypersonic weapons are fast but do not quite turn on a dime. If high-speed maneuverability is a key feature of hypersonic missiles, it is also a potential weakness. Intense heat and drag impose limits on their ability to maneuver at high speeds. Unpowered hypersonic gliders necessarily expend energy in maneuvers, compromising speed and range with each successive turn. While hypersonic cruise missiles can expend additional fuel to recover speed after turning, their maneuver envelope is constrained by the aerodynamics of scramjet engines, which are sensitive to airflow disruptions induced by sharp turns. Every maneuver comes with a cost.
The fact that hypersonic gliders try to conserve energy for later maneuvers is what makes glide-phase intercept attractive. As Vice Admiral Jon Hill has emphasized, “The hypersonic threat is not invincible—in that [glide] phase, it’s bleeding off energy.” After space sensors, a glide-phase interceptor remains the highest programmatic priority. A comprehensive defense design could go further, using sensors, effectors, and employment concepts to encourage the threat missile to hemorrhage energy.

Such an approach would channel the threat. Forcing adversaries to plan more circuitous routes or evasive maneuvers could thereby increase warning time, create uncertainty, diminish threat weapon performance, and, in turn, reduce the burden on the inner layers of a hypersonic defense design.

**Encouraging Maneuver**

Existing defensive assets could be placed in locations that force adversaries to plan maneuvers. While today’s architecture of surface-based radars and terminal interceptors cannot detect and engage hypersonic weapons at extended ranges, a defender might extract additional performance from the Sea-Based Terminal system or others by diversifying and obscuring their basing locations. Other sensors and interceptors could be based in domains other than at sea and in locations that stress an adversary’s mission planning.

Although hypersonic missiles do not have nearly so predictable a trajectory as ballistic missiles, there are, nevertheless, more and less optimal routes for energy and time conservation. Modeling these routes can in turn support the construction of a defense plan and the siting of sensors, interceptors, and alternative kill mechanisms.

On the sensor side, a complete picket fence of radars in the Pacific is not necessary to have such an effect. A distributed and redundant sensor defense architecture that includes advanced digital radars could emphasize surface radar placements that force attackers to either bleed energy or accept earlier detection. Either choice could increase early warning for an attack and make engagements more effective. Over-the-horizon radars may provide earlier cueing as well.

Enhanced modeling and simulation will be needed to optimize such defenses. Advanced threat modeling software incorporated into C2BMC could aid by anticipating potential adversary launch positions and trajectories, in turn optimizing the placement of defense elements. Artificial intelligence and machine learning tools can optimize sensor and weapon resource utilization for future defense architectures.81
The hypersonic missile defense challenge is a complex air defense challenge for which historical lessons may be instructive. The problem of low altitude aerial attack has spurred imaginative ideas to thwart it. During World Wars I and II, Great Britain deployed extensive “balloon aprons” around London (Figure 22). The balloons held aloft extensive steel nets to impede the flight of low-flying aircraft and, later, to drive German bombers to higher altitudes. During World War II, over 2,000 balloons were deployed around London and maintained until the end of the war, with a separate Balloon Command created for their maintenance. Some 231 V-1 missiles were reportedly destroyed by these balloon aprons, as were numerous German aircraft.

Barrage balloons were by no means a perfect defense, and by definition they could be circumvented by going higher in altitude. But they had an effect on German mission planning and forcing manned bombers to go higher made them less accurate and more vulnerable to antiaircraft flak. A similar logic applies to complicating hypersonic strike. To be sure, balloon screens as such would not be useful against advanced missile threats today. The point here is to highlight an analogy for channeling the hypersonic threat.
Mobility and Distribution

As with the air defense mission, a hypersonic defense design would benefit from making greater use of mobile and more distributed elements. By using mobile systems, the Joint Force could more rapidly rotate assets to optimal positions and reduce adversaries’ ability to preemptively target them. More importantly, mobile elements would allow the Joint Force to rotate defensive assets closer to prospective launch sites, limiting the set of trajectories where an adversary’s weapon could maneuver to avoid engagement.83

Air-based sensors and weapons offer improved mobility, leveraging mature technologies and offering greater range, survivability, and flexibility. With their faster transit times, aircraft could be rapidly retasked for point-defense applications. Moreover, off-the-shelf airframes, effectors, and radars already exist for engaging airborne targets, and industry retains a considerable institutional knowledge in integrating airborne sensor platforms. The Navy has already integrated airborne sensors, for example, into its Aegis data ecosystem, a capability named Navy Integrated Fire Control-Counter Air (NIFC-CA).84 The Navy also
reportedly demonstrated an FA/18F-integrated SM-6 missile in 2018. In 2021, the Army demonstrated a similar capability, passing tracking data from an F-35 via its Integrated Air and Missile Defense Battle Command System (IBCS) to a Patriot missile battery, successfully intercepting a cruise missile target.

Loitering airborne platforms carrying interceptors, sensors, or alternative kill mechanisms could also increase the range of a defensive system. Kinetic interceptors benefit from being launched at higher altitudes, conserving the disproportionate amount of fuel needed to accelerate from the surface and through the thicker lower atmosphere. Most surface-based sensors remain limited by the Earth’s curvature in detecting and tracking hypersonic weapons, which become visible within several hundred kilometers and leave only minutes of time to react. An airborne platform could extend the radar line of sight by multiples and could incorporate infrared or other non-radar sensors that cannot function effectively at lower altitudes. Multiple aircraft or unmanned platforms would be needed to maintain continuous coverage. Orbits located further from airfields would increase the number of aircraft required, as more flight time would be spent transiting to the patrol area. With higher on-station endurance and lower maintenance and cost, high-altitude unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) would likely be preferable to tactical aircraft. Prior assessments have asserted that UAV-borne airborne patrols using mature infrared sensor technology might cost up to $5 billion for three defended areas over a 20-year life cycle.

Distributed or concealed platforms would add further dilemmas for adversary mission planners. In the event of heightened indications and warning, containerized sensors, interceptors, and alternative kill mechanisms could be placed at numerous locations alongside decoys, as part of a giant shell game. Such deployments would not be persistent, but the capability to distribute them in or during a crisis could complicate adversary planning. Improved software tools would allow senior decisionmakers to select enhanced deployment patterns. Mobile basing platforms—aerial, surface vehicles, and ships—could rapidly rotate capability and sap adversaries of initiative, forcing them to react.

To be sure, these are not defense design features commonly associated with the legacy BMDS. Such deployments would probably not be persistent and would not be dedicated assets in the way that major BMDS elements are for rogue state ballistic missile threats today. It presupposes the presence of, and integration between, joint and combined capabilities in areas such as the Indo-Pacific that would not be specifically tasked to the hypersonic defense mission. While MDA has a unique role for hypersonic defense-specific elements, other organizations and forces must contribute as well. Such a comprehensive approach becomes possible if the hypersonic defense mission becomes a joint priority.
Exploiting New Failure Modes

- The stresses of the hypersonic flight regime make it possible to disrupt or disable hypersonic missiles with a variety of weapon types and by exploiting a variety of failure modes.

- Besides hit-to-kill, area-wide kill mechanisms might include high-powered microwaves and particle-dispensing warheads as a kind of twenty-first century flak. The utility of laser weapons is less certain.

- Multiple kill mechanism payloads, delivered via modular booster rockets or other platforms, could encourage adversaries to redesign hypersonic strike weapons, perhaps at significant expense or design cost.

Technical challenges associated with developing effectors for area-wide hypersonic defense should compel the United States to evaluate alternative kill mechanisms. The violence of the hypersonic flight regime presents opportunities for alternative approaches quite unlike today’s Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS). A hypersonic weapon’s operating envelope is more susceptible to disruption than other missile systems. This may make it possible to achieve lethality with several types of effects. It may also encourage different area-wide effects and thus a new application of “detect-control-engage.” In the hypersonic flight regime, impacts from even small particles can damage or destabilize an airframe. Absent heavy mitigation measures, disruption of the hypersonic flowfield could lead to progressive deterioration of performance or a mission kill, if not outright catastrophic failure.

Electrical, optical, thermal, or electromagnetic disruptions from directed-energy systems might stress the tight design margins of hypersonic weapons. Although adversaries will design hypersonic
weapons to survive varied and harsh environmental conditions, novel particle and directed-energy technologies could compel adversaries to employ more conservatively-designed, heavier, or lower-performance hypersonic systems. Such approaches could supplement new terminal and glide-phase effectors, supporting a diverse and layered defense with the affordability and scale needed to defeat larger numbers of threats.

Area-Wide Effects

Hit-to-kill intercept has become the preferred kill mechanism in modern ballistic missile defense. Compared to nuclear-armed interceptors or interceptors with conventional blast-fragmentation warheads, hit-to-kill warheads promise catastrophic destruction of the target, making it easier to confirm whether a successful interception took place. The ability to rapidly verify successful interceptions is critical to shoot-look-shoot firing doctrines, which conserve interceptors by firing second shots only when initial misses are verified.

In days gone by, defenders offset the inability to precisely track and intercept ballistic missile reentry vehicles by arming interceptors with nuclear weapons as the kill vehicle. The nuclear payload of these interceptors—essentially, massive undirected energy weapons—would affect a wide area near where reentry vehicles might be expected. Both the United States (briefly) and the Soviet Union deployed nuclear-armed interceptors; Russia still fields them today outside Moscow. Similar means were employed for air defense. Nuclear-armed air-to-air missiles were devised and fielded on the principle that, with early warning, interceptor aircraft could be scrambled and might get close enough to effectively destroy an incoming bomber fleet. Since the Strategic Defense Initiative, missile defense efforts have developed more advanced tracking and precision guidance methods. Although mass energy payloads remain in the realm of possibility, nonnuclear missile defense efforts have become a kind of mainstay. Some early hit-to-kill interceptors had expanding blades or nets—kill enhancement devices—to compensate for miniscule course errors in the endgame.

If verifying a direct hit on ballistic threats was challenging, doing so for a maneuvering hypersonic weapon is more difficult. This challenge could be met in part with more capable and agile interceptors or by interceptors that can reach out earlier into glide phase. There may also be opportunities to approach it with alternative effects.

Without recourse to a nuclear blast or other mass energy device, other area-wide effects could be used to compensate for target uncertainty. Given the significant agility required to cover a hypersonic weapon’s possible maneuver envelope, it may become practical to employ warheads with area effects that could compensate for these weapons’ positional uncertainty. A hypersonic weapon might be unable to complete its mission even if it is not catastrophically destroyed. Different kill mechanisms could exploit hypersonic weapons’ sensitivity to aerodynamic disruptions and particle impacts. A future glide-phase effector could even employ a modular approach, able to alternately load various payloads to defeat hypersonic threats.
Figure 23: Area-Wide Effects to Relieve the Error Budget
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Twenty-First Century Flak

Defense against highly maneuvering hypersonic missiles may require area-wide effects. Here, “layered defense” takes a form different from its legacy conception of a linear sequence of shots, one after another. Different layers or kill mechanisms do not merely catch what a previous layer missed, but cumulatively stack together to degrade a given threat. Instead of relying only on a fast, single-purpose interceptor with an extremely agile kill vehicle, interceptors with alternative payloads may be able to together present hypersonic weapons with multiple challenges.

One such possibility is a twenty-first century version of “dust defense.” Missiles or airborne platforms could dispense particulate matter to disrupt or destroy hypersonic weapons. At hypersonic velocities, missile impacts against atmospheric dust, rain, and other particles can deposit bullet-like kinetic energies, triggering unpredictable aerodynamic, thermal, and structural disruptions.35

Past efforts to develop ballistic missile reentry vehicles expended significant resources on mitigating atmospheric and weather-related erosion. Studies from decades ago found that as ballistic warheads reentered the atmosphere, atmospheric particles, rain, dust, and other debris “removed significant nosetip material.”96 These weather erosion phenomena reportedly caused significant degradations in accuracy, driving research on enhanced reentry vehicle materials and employment concepts.97 The United States had previously sought to exploit this phenomenon to protect its land-based ICBMs. In a concept named Dense Pack, planners hypothesized that a field of ICBM silos could be safeguarded via “dust defense,” where nuclear explosions from enemy fratricide would form clouds of soil dense enough to degrade or destroy subsequent reentry vehicles.98

The periods of time hypersonic weapons spend in the atmosphere could increase their vulnerability to particulate-based environments. A hypersonic “dust defense” would not generate tons of heavier debris in the final seconds of reentry. Instead, the defender might dispense engineered particles across a broader airspace early in a hypersonic missile’s trajectory, allowing damage to compound over time. The principle would be to temporarily saturate the domain in which hypersonic flight can take place. Engineered with a sufficiently wide dispersal pattern, such an effector could operate with simpler guidance and agility requirements than blast-fragmentation weapons. Metallic, pyrotechnic, or other purpose-designed particles could dwell for tens of minutes in the upper atmosphere, relaxing timing requirements for hypersonic engagements. Such effects would be temporary, but much of the concern about hypersonic missile attack relates to a short, highly concentrated, and structured attack. Given the higher speeds earlier in the flight of a hypersonic glider, a “wall of dust” would be more effective earlier rather than later in its flight.
Directed Energy

Directed-energy systems offer another avenue for complicating hypersonic attack. Unlike kinetic effectors, directed-energy weapons may offer large magazine capacities, significantly lower cost per shot, and simpler guidance requirements. Although mostly limited by their direct line of sight, directed-energy systems may be suited for augmenting terminal defenses or for basing close to adversary launch positions.

The prospect of using lasers for hypersonic defense has been the subject of considerable debate. Recent technical advances in continuous-wave diode-pumped solid-state, combined-fiber, diode-pumped alkali, and ultra-short pulse promise significant beam power increases with lower size, weight, and power demands. Between 2008 and 2018, demonstrated beam powers of individual fiber laser modules grew fivefold, with combined beam powers in the several-hundred-kilowatt range expected in the near term.\(^\text{99}\) Although early in development, recent research in ultrashort pulse lasers shows improved atmospheric propagation and the potential for transmitting electronic interference.\(^\text{100}\) MDA showed interest in this technology by issuing a request for information in February 2021.\(^\text{101}\)

Nevertheless, even the hundred-kilowatt to megawatt-class powers expected of future laser systems may not be adequate for penetrating hypersonic thermal protection systems. Prior analyses have suggested that high-powered lasers would be unable to effectively penetrate a ballistic reentry vehicle, which possesses less thermal shielding than a hypersonic system.\(^\text{102}\) Penetrating the robust shielding of a hypersonic weapon within seconds—the time to traverse an airborne platform’s line of sight—would require beam powers significantly beyond the current state of the art.\(^\text{103}\)
High-powered microwave (HPM) weapons represent another directed-energy option for hypersonic defense. HPMs are less sensitive to weather conditions than are lasers and do not require sophisticated pointing or optical compensation systems to operate. Sensor data less precise than that needed for kinetic interceptor fire control could be enough to cue HPMs to “fry the sky.”

Given their considerably shorter range, HPMs may benefit from different platforms and basing modes. An earlier effort, the Air Force’s CHAMP missile, represents one approach, incorporating a miniaturized HPM payload on a cruise missile. For the hypersonic defense mission, HPMs might be deployed on loitering unmanned aircraft as a nonkinetic obstacle. Alternatively, an HPM payload could be delivered to the general vicinity of an incoming target by an interceptor booster or other platform.

High-powered microwave weapons could exploit vulnerabilities in hypersonic weapons’ communications systems and radiation shielding to achieve mission kill. Microwave radiation can enter a hypersonic weapon through antennae operating in the same frequency or through other unshielded elements of the vehicle, damaging internal electronics. Depending on the circuitry damaged, a microwave weapon could achieve full or partial mission kill, disrupting a vehicle’s ability to navigate, arm its warhead, or maintain level flight.

Without detailed knowledge of a weapon’s shielding, antennae, and internal circuitry, it is challenging to predict what damage an HPM weapon may cause, both to the threat and to nearby friendly assets. The uncertainty associated with HPM effects leaves them suited to early glide-phase applications, where there is more time for damage assessment and for a hypersonic weapon’s guidance errors to compound. Successful employment of HPM weapons may hinge on insights gathered from the United States’ own strategic weapons efforts and technical intelligence on foreign systems.

Similar challenges would make it difficult to harden weapon electronics against microwave systems. Radiation can diffract through small and unintuitive entry points on a weapon, requiring extensive testing to predict. The integration of radar guidance or navigation systems—and their associated antenna apertures—adds another layer of complication, opening vulnerabilities both to in-band and brute-force attack. While HPM damage modeling is difficult, the United States’ decades-long industrial and intelligence advantages in these areas—combined with competitors’ reported deficiencies in radiation-hardened circuitry—could impose costs on adversaries aiming to counter an HPM defense.

With comparatively limited range, HPM weapons may be well suited as a complement for terminal defenses. Improvements in microwave weapon size, weight, and power could allow their carriage on aircraft or on long-range interceptors with loitering capability, denying volumes of airspace earlier in a hypersonic weapon’s flight. Microwave weapons, particularly those optimized for “front-door” electronic attack, would also complement terminal defenses—especially against hypersonic and high-speed weapons equipped with radar terminal guidance. By disrupting a hypersonic weapon’s final evasive maneuvers or seekers, a microwave weapon could ease the agility requirements for kinetic terminal interceptors or achieve a mission kill by sending the missile off course.

Modular Payloads

A comprehensive approach to hypersonic defense might include an interceptor or other platform capable of accommodating multiple payload types, such as blast-fragmentation, particle-dispensing, hit-to-kill, directed-energy, or electromagnetic systems. A common booster system with various
warhead types would create doubt about which modalities an attacker needs to overcome, and from where (Figure 25).

**Figure 25: Modular Payload Concept**
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Alternative payload types could offer greater flexibility than traditional hit-to-kill systems, creating dilemmas for adversaries. New varieties of particulate warheads, for example, could be fielded at a faster pace than new hypersonic weapons, imposing costs on an aggressor. Without the exquisite demands of “detect-control-engage,” area-wide particulate defense could positively affect the cost curve. Payloads could be developed with different densities, volumes, and pyrotechnic, incendiary, or corrosive characteristics, with dispersion patterns optimized to defeat an evolving threat. Hardening a hypersonic weapon against marginal changes in particle characteristics could require an extensive system engineering effort given the deep level of integration inherent in hypersonic weapon design.

Questions arise about cost and operational effectiveness of these concepts. For now, the most important efforts remain the sustainment and effective fielding of a space sensor layer and glide-phase kinetic interceptor. But the threat spectrum is not getting any less stressing. It is certain that highly agile threats will continue to proliferate, including other types of hypersonic delivery systems, spaceplanes, and orbital bombardment. The imagination required to comprehend the hypersonic defense challenge must not be confined to hypersonic glide vehicles and hypersonic cruise missiles but must anticipate these other types as well. In this context, the promise of area-wide effects and volume-kill mechanisms will warrant sustained attention.
Reformulating the Mission

- The past policy approach of devising continent-wide defenses of the homeland against ballistic missile attacks is neither technically nor fiscally affordable for highly maneuverable threats, including hypersonic missiles.
- Countering hypersonic threats should instead emphasize the defense of a select number of critical assets, primarily abroad but also for the homeland.
- Active defense assets are becoming increasingly vulnerable to complex and integrated attack. To avoid suppression, passive defense principles must inform defense design.
- Sensors and other assets employed for active defense are a force multiplier for both passive defenses and missile defeat, and their costs can be spread over various mission sets.
- Hypersonic weapons strain the geographic organizing principles of combatant commands and services, crossing areas of responsibility and the boundary between air and space.
- To realize this adaptation, doctrinal and operational changes may be required to enable combatant commands and other entities to share information and communicate operational decisions more quickly and at lower echelons.

The objectives of hypersonic defense will necessarily differ from the continent-wide defense against rogue state ballistic missile threats. In short, it will be impossible to defend everything, and the defended asset list must be prioritized accordingly. Given the role of hypersonic threats in near-peer orders of battle, hypersonic defense efforts should prioritize the defense of forward-deployed forces and a limited number
of critical homeland assets. The complexity and scale of the threat also requires active hypersonic defense measures to be complemented by expanded offensive capabilities and passive defense.

**Preferential Defense**

The defended asset list for any hypersonic defense architecture must be limited. As with cruise missile defense, it will be unaffordable and unrealistic to encircle the United States with hypersonic defense interceptors. Adversaries’ likely stockpiles of hypersonic weapons, and their individual difficulty to defeat, will force difficult choices over defended areas. While this reality has always been present and understood for forward-based force protection, its application to homeland defense will require a candid reassessment of policy.

In addition to supporting strategic nuclear deterrence, peer competitors appear to emphasize the role of hypersonic weapons in winning regional conflicts and in preventing U.S. forces from accessing the battlespace. The U.S. Joint Force depends on land- and carrier-based airpower in theater to enable its regional power projection. Large numbers of hypersonic weapons would be used to engage critical points, such as runways, aircraft carriers, air defenses, and command and control nodes. A future hypersonic defense might prioritize a modest number of vital locations to defend, especially those relating to logistics, command and control, and power projection.

**Passive Defense and Deception**

Active defense alone cannot contend with the expected volume of hypersonic, cruise, and advanced ballistic missiles. Passive defense must also play an increased role in a comprehensive approach to countering advanced hypersonic threats. Forward-deployed forces must above all frustrate adversary targeting. In the nearer term, existing bases could make greater use of dispersal, decoys, camouflage, and other forms of deception to confound hypersonic weapons’ terminal guidance systems—methods previously explored by U.S. adversaries. In the longer term, the Joint Force must continue to transition “from large, centralized, unhardened infrastructure to smaller, dispersed, resilient, adaptive basing that include active and passive defenses.” Critical air and missile defense nodes could also be concealed in mobile and containerized platforms, along with decoys, to complicate targeting. Operational procedures can also improve survivability. Additional investments in training for damage control and runway repair, coupled with the unpredictable rotation of forces between bases, could mitigate the destruction or disruption of forward-deployed forces.

The interplay of active and passive missile defenses should also receive greater attention in force planning. Passive approaches—such as the alert and subsequent dispersal of forces upon indications and warning—may well depend upon some of the same sensors employed in active defense to provide early threat assessments and predicted impact points. Successful early warning procedures are not only useful for cueing active missile defense. Advance indications and warning were critical to mitigating casualties before and during Iran’s January 2020 attack on U.S. soldiers at the Al Asad base in Iraq.

Active defense assets are becoming increasingly vulnerable to complex and integrated attack. To avoid suppression, passive defense principles must inform defense design. Active and passive defenses are not true substitutes but rather are complements, and their integration should remain a priority for
designing future missile defense architectures writ large. The emergence of hypersonic missiles, and the diffusion of precision missiles more generally, merely heightens the urgency of such an approach.

**Missile Defeat**

Finally, countering hypersonic missiles will require greater reliance on a comprehensive approach to missile defeat—the full spectrum of offensive and defensive methods to deter adversary missile launches, including coordinated attack operations before launch. Cyber and electronic warfare may play a significant role in defeating hypersonic threats of all types, including far left of launch, affecting the overall cost calculus and force sizing metric for active defenses.

As with passive defenses, missile defeat benefits from the capabilities utilized in active missile defense. In addition to providing persistent global coverage, for example, the forthcoming elevated air- and space-based hypersonic sensor constellation could aid intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance in locating mobile missile launchers. Integrating defensive sensors with offensive hypersonic strike would, in turn, help the Joint Force to promptly target adversary launchers, raising the costs of initiating a conflict. The United States does not compete with unlimited resources. By integrating defensive sensor networks into offensive kill chains, the Joint Force can bolster missile defeat and distribute the cost of space- and ground-based sensors across a larger mission set.

**Data, Doctrine, and Organization**

All long-range air or missile threats have the potential to strain the geographic organizing principle of existing combatant commands (COCOMs). Hypersonic missiles do so differently and to a greater degree than others. In addition to circumventing existing defense designs with their combination of altitude, trajectory, and speed, the qualities of hypersonic missiles attack the gaps and seams of U.S. and allied organizations and doctrine.

> “Existing doctrine and organizational structure may not be adequate to address the cross-domain threat posed by [high-speed maneuvering weapons].”

— National Academies of Sciences, High-Speed Maneuvering Weapons (2016)

The flight of long-range hypersonic weapons systems may traverse multiple areas of responsibility (AORs). Their speed and maneuverability reduce the time to communicate and coordinate a response between commands. The ability of hypersonic weapons to exploit friction and lag in the U.S. command and control structure may indeed be one of their attractions for adversaries, and a qualitative difference relative to other delivery systems.

The issue has rapidly become apparent as hypersonic threats proliferate. In 2016, JIAMDO director Rear Admiral Edward Cashman observed that “The traditional definitions and threat characteristics which have defined our capability development and organizational structures are breaking down.” A similar point was made that same year by the National Academy of Sciences: “Existing doctrine and organizational structure may not be adequate” to address emerging hypersonic threats. That study cited a “lack of leadership coordination . . . for the development of possible countermeasures” and found “no formal strategic operational concept or organizational sense of urgency.”
In its 2017 Joint Publication, *Countering Air and Missile Threats* (JP 3-01), the Joint Chiefs of Staff identified “operational seams” across geographic AORs, recognizing the nature of the threat as “transregional, multi-domain, and multi-functional.” Before then, U.S. doctrine had lacked a formal authority for coordinating cross-COCOM air and missile defense. While STRATCOM assumed a planning “synchronizer” role for ballistic missile defense in earlier iterations of JP 3-01, it did not play a similar function in planning against aerodynamic threats. Although the JP 3-01’s latest edition still emphasizes ballistic missile defense as the primary focus of cross-AOR planning, doctrine now recognizes the need for cross-AOR coordination for hypersonic defense. These revisions, while necessary, may remain insufficient for achieving an integrated, effective hypersonic defense. Combatant commands require common data platforms between existing service programs and geographic areas as well as an ability to rapidly collaborate across those platforms during a pending or actual attack.

NORTHCOM head General Glen VanHerck has emphasized the organizational barriers to cross-COCOM information sharing for cruise missile defense, noting that joint operating pictures were only formed at higher levels of command, “taking hours, if not days” to make decisions. These structural challenges are underscored by the lack of available tools for communicating decisions. Short windows of detection and engagement may preclude operators from “picking up a telephone to talk to the command center, who would then pick up another telephone [to contact the air defense sector]” before reaching command authorities “through another phone call” in several minutes. This problem is compounded by hypersonic weapons’ AOR-crossing characteristics, as defensive operations must be coordinated verbally across multiple regions. Organization and doctrinal changes to address this shortcoming may require alterations to the Unified Command Plan. Combatant commands and the military services that provide their early warning and threat tracking sensors need common cloud-based data platforms and data-sharing mandates to break down longstanding stovepipes. Gone are the days when these commands, faced with a threat, enjoy the time to make a formal request for intelligence imagery or to place a phone call to gather more information. Today, commands require common data sharing, visualization, and decisionmaking platforms to enable them to collaborate in real time from the same picture.

These common platforms should integrate into an evolved multi-threat Command, Control, Battle Management, and Communications (C2BMC) capability. Rather than maintain an exclusive focus on ballistic missile warning, tracking, and engagement, the category-straddling hypersonic threat requires expanding the scope of C2BMC’s mission set. Integrating new and existing sensors and data sets—both government and commercial space-based sensing—into C2BMC could expand detection and tracking of both hypersonic and lower-speed cruise missile threats. Additional sensors and data pipelines, combined with machine learning-assisted interpretive tools, would expand C2BMC’s capacity to generate response options and support human decision.
International Cooperation and the Industrial Base

- While legacy missile defense infrastructure provides a solid foundation for hypersonic defense, additional investments in hypersonic-related workforce, testing, and manufacturing will be necessary to remain competitive.

- The production of offensive hypersonic systems and future glide-phase effectors are bottlenecked by a small supplier and manufacturing base for thermal protection systems, insufficient wind tunnel capacity, and too few multi-fidelity modeling capabilities to validate designs.

- Over the past decades, the hypersonic workforce has suffered from budgetary boom-and-bust cycles, shedding valuable talent with each successive cycle.

- Three problem areas—hypersonic design infrastructure, validation, and budget instability—remain the focal points for industrial base reform.

- Forward-deployed surface-based sensors and effectors may require political and basing accommodations. Improved sensor and effector mobility and range could mitigate these challenges.

The realization of hypersonic defense will also require an overhaul of the defense industrial base and international partnerships. While the United States can draw from an existing ballistic missile defense industrial base for many investments, reforms to the hypersonic workforce, testing capabilities, and manufacturing are needed to support further development. The United States also continues to benefit from its allied and partner relationships in developing and deploying hypersonic systems. As America moves forward with fielding hypersonic systems, it should work with allies to ensure common standards for data transfer, basing, and other overlapping areas of interest.
Sunk costs from decades of ballistic missile defense experience and infrastructure can be leveraged for the development of hypersonic defenses. Requisite improvements in data transmission, battle management, and sensing can draw upon the larger American workforce of information technology personnel. Many new capabilities, such as edge computing and low earth orbit (LEO) satellites, can leverage significant developments in the commercial sector. The potential for a proliferated LEO sensor architecture, for example, benefits from non-traditional sources of satellite launch and production that have significantly reduced costs. New developments in small satellite launch, spearheaded by the Department of Defense’s rapid launch initiative, may also offer the potential for reconstituting orbital assets in conflict scenarios. Most critically, the missile defense enterprise can build upon commercial developments in satellite networking and edge computing that can reduce size and power requirements.

Other industrial base challenges are unique to hypersonic applications. Scaling up the production of carbon-carbon and other thermal protection materials—specifically in the large single pieces needed for hypersonic vehicles—remains an area of concern for offensive hypersonic systems. Limited supplies of carbon-carbon composites have already stymied foreign efforts to produce hypersonic glide vehicles at scale. The United States maintains a significantly larger composites supplier base, but a ceiling on access to carbon-carbon could constrain the production of long-range interceptors or drive demand for alternative means of thermal protection. Work must continue to accumulate production expertise and expand composites production to support the anticipated spike in demand.

The hypersonic enterprise requires enhanced software tools for validating new designs. Research has focused on the development of computationally intensive, high-fidelity codes to simulate hypersonic phenomena, but industry lacks usable multiphysics simulation codes adapted to the cadence of practical weapons design. Computer modeling represents the future for hypersonic testing and validation, but the lack of sufficient wind tunnel testing facilities has stymied the development of new codes. The shortage of facilities to model surface chemical reactions, conduct material screening, verify thermal protection system design, and support scramjet engine testing has bottlenecked the development of more advanced models.

Maintaining a talented workforce for offensive and defensive hypersonic systems represents a more challenging undertaking. Funding for the hypersonic enterprise has historically tended to oscillate in roughly 10-year cycles, repeatedly gaining and shedding hard-won knowledge, supply networks, and personnel. Despite recent improvements, the engineering workforce remains too small to support the growing demand signal for hypersonic weapons. In each 10-year funding cycle since the United States began testing boost-glide vehicles in the late 1950s, the engineering workforce has shrunk, with today’s cohort over 70 percent smaller and significantly older on average than 30 years ago. Especially when contrasted with the growth and stability of adversary efforts, the status quo is unsustainable for maintaining leadership in this space. Like other specialized workforces, engineers with hypersonic experience cannot simply be hired whenever necessary; without steady funding, personnel will diffuse to other roles in the private sector and their accumulated knowledge will be lost. At congressional urging, the Joint Hypersonic Transition Office (JHTO) has created a university consortium to improve this situation, especially in applied hypersonic research, funded at about $100 million over the Future Years Defense Program.

Enhanced recruitment and management practices are necessary but not sufficient to retain talent in hypersonic programs. The software-intensive nature of these projects, combined with significant competition from private-sector hiring, creates challenges for future talent acquisition. Some talent
challenges are unrelated to compensation. Slowdowns in clearance processing, organizational culture challenges, and inflexible project management practices can also impede efforts to cultivate a hypersonic research workforce.

In brief, the hypersonic defense industrial base benefits from existing ballistic missile defense-related supply chains but has not yet scaled key technologies common to hypersonic offense and defense, including thermal protection systems, simulation capabilities, and wind tunnel capacity. At a narrower level, the hypersonic enterprise should embrace new manufacturing technologies and workforce management techniques to maintain leadership. Specifically, the Department of Defense should implement its workforce retention standards with greater emphasis on university collaborations and training non-degreed personnel. Moreover, the hypersonic enterprise should continue research into technologies that enhance the manufacturability of hypersonic systems, strike and defense alike. Recent advances in additive manufacturing may ease the production of complex structural and propulsion system components. Ceramic matrix composites, meanwhile, have long been matured as a thermal protection shielding technology, potentially offering an alternative for certain carbon-carbon parts.

On a broader level, however, policymakers should reverse the cyclical patterns of panic and disinterest that have characterized the hypersonic enterprise. The development of hypersonic weapons is a complex undertaking, requiring a significant number of experienced personnel and deep institutional knowledge to complete. Recent hypersonic flight test failures and mishaps may be a symptom of this shortfall. Enhanced recruitment practices are only a partial solution to the flagging hypersonic workforce. The United States cannot afford to repeatedly discard these capabilities at a loss and overspend to acquire them again. Sustained funding and achievable timelines will be critical.

Deepened cooperation with allies could help to mitigate these shortfalls. Past partnerships on hypersonic research—such as with Australia—have produced technical breakthroughs for offensive and defensive systems. In 2020, the United States and Australia renewed their technical cooperation through the Southern Cross Integrated Flight Research Experiment (SCIFiRE), collaborating on hypersonic basic research and flight test activity. Future cooperation with other allies could allow for similar leaps for hypersonic defense. Given the connectivity between strike and defense, it will be important to monitor interpretations of the Missile Technology Control Regime that could throttle international cooperation.

The utility of distributed force postures for area defense also points to the need for new political arrangements with allies. The greater numbers of forward deployed elements may also increase the demand for expanded hosting agreements. To support these postures, the United States could benefit from deeper sensor integration with allies. While the United States and its allies have achieved some degree of integration through its European Phased Adaptive Approach and Japanese Aegis systems, the United States must broker more comprehensive tracking data sharing agreements for hypersonic defense. In turn, the exchange of tracking data between allied militaries will require new statutory authority with consideration for operational security and foreign military sales concerns.

The political challenges associated with forward basing underscores the necessity of procuring longer-range defenses. Countering hypersonic weapons in the glide phase not only presents technical benefits but would increase time for decisionmaking and potentially reduce the number of overseas bases needed for wide-area coverage. Investments in mobile basing for both sensors and effectors—particularly using aircraft—could also present footprint benefits for U.S. forward forces. Space-based sensor architectures would allow for even smaller footprints while maintaining greater sensor coverage.
Conclusion

A Difficult but Tractable Problem

The 2018 National Defense Strategy identified long-term strategic competition with near-peer states as the central challenge of our time. Hypersonic and other advanced missile threats represent a key problem for U.S. power projection and the military dimension of this strategic competition. As a practical matter, access to strategic theaters requires effective hypersonic defenses. Developing and fielding such defenses will be challenging but not impossible. Hypersonic missiles are not unstoppable.

Hypersonic flight is atmospheric flight, and as such, hypersonic missile defense is a complex form of air defense. Framing the mission as complex air defense will become increasingly useful for understanding and contending with the growing diversity of threats arriving in and through the atmosphere. Recognizing that the hypersonic defense problem is more than an adjunct to legacy ballistic missile defense both points toward the scope of the problem and the potential to imaginatively exploit vulnerabilities in the hypersonic flight regime.

An effective hypersonic defense must include space sensors and a glide-phase interceptor, but it should not stop there. Hypersonic weapons are not silver bullets, and neither will there be a single, silver-bullet solution. Numerous efforts pursued in tandem across a comprehensive architecture will be necessary to meet the challenge. A more limited defended asset list, passive defense, attack operations, and other means to channel the threat can inform a realistic defense design and permit affordable force sizing metrics. Different approaches to “layering” defenses will force adversaries to harden against a variety of physical and electromagnetic phenomena. Alternative kill mechanisms and area-wide effectors would not only constrain an adversary’s ability to plan attacks but also strain the cadence of adversary weapon design. Hypersonic weapons do not follow predictable trajectories. The United States likewise cannot afford to be predictable in its response.
Addressing the hypersonic missile threat should be the key driver to rethinking missile defense and defeat, and for transforming the legacy Ballistic Missile Defense System into the Missile Defense System. Such a transition would not only support the hypersonic defense mission but lay the groundwork for detecting and defeating the increasingly broad missile threat spectrum, to include cruise missiles, spaceplanes, and orbital bombardment. Inasmuch as the characteristics of hypersonic missiles may come to define the future of missile warfare, giving up on active hypersonic defense could ultimately lead to capitulation for active missile defense missions more broadly. How the hypersonic defense mission is pursued will shape the future of the missile defense enterprise.
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